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Project Background and Results
With ,$38 ,i()K yr- 1 ()f SUl)t)or t dm'ing the i)ast thr(,e-y('m l)lmwtary Astr(momy cych,,
We have (_()ll(]l|Ct('(I ;I, [)l()gl'a]ll ()f |'es(_arch ['()(',llS(_(] [)l[ stll(iies ()f t]l(_ ]llll_t[" atlll()sp]|ere. I|(!I'(',
we summariz[_ tim l);wkgr()un(I mid res_llts ()l)taill_(t t','()m the lmmr atmOsl)here work we
have undertaken.
A I.1 Lunar Atmo.slflwrc Ib',s_arch Background
The lunar al.m()st)h(_r(: is at neart)y, ol)serwttionally a(:cessii)le analog to the two other
tenuous, surfa(:e I)()llH(]my ex()sl)heres in the s()lar system: those at Mer(:ury and h). Stll(lies
of the lunar atnlosl)here reveal details about the workings of tenuous exost)her[_s across the
solar system, and establish a more well-rounded understan(ting of the Moon.
Although the lmJar atmost)here is known t() consist of neutral At, tie, Na, and K, only
Na and K display bright resonance fluoreseen(:e emissions observable from gromldl)ased
telescopes. The Na al_(t K D-line emissiolls have been studie(t st)ectros(:opi(:ally sin(:(' their
discovery in 1987 (I)()tt('r & Morgan 1988a; Tyler, Kozlowski, & Hunten 1988), and (lisl)lay
characteristic str(_ngths of 4 and 2 kilo-Rayleighs (kR.), respectively, which correspond to
typical Na and K column at)nn(lances of 8±3x l0 sem -2 and 1.4zk0.3xl08 cm -2, rest)e(:-
tively. There is wide agreement that the (lomiHant sink for Na and K is photoionization
(cf., Morgan & Stern 1991). However, a (:omplex amt only partially eomph;te t)icture has
dcvelot)cd with regard to the source t)rocesses acting in this fascinating surface 1)oml(lary
exosphere: Apparently, both thermal and nonthermal source processes are at work (e.g.,
Pottcr & Morgan 1988b; Sprague et al. 1992; Stern & Flynn 1995). For a more detailed
discussion, see the excellent summary and description of state of the art mo(lels of the hmar
atmosphere publish(;d 1)y Smyth L: Marconi (1995).
The research we have undertaken in th(; I)lalmtary Astronomy progralu has COlleCll-
trated on studies of the energetics and composition of the lunar atmosphere. This has been
accoml)lishcd by imaging sodimn near the lunar surface and by engaging in Sl)ectros(:opi("
searches for new species in the hmar atm()sphere. The main objectives of our imaging work
have been to develop this new tool and to ext)loit it to better characterize the composition,
vertical and horizollt;fl structure, and temporal variations of the lunar sodium. The imaging
.or,gram is, to our knowledge, unique, in that it obtains information on the 3-(limeusional
spatial distributionof Na near the surface. The new species search, wifi(:lT we c(mdueted
nsing a Coud5 st)eetrograt)h, has twin objectives. The first goal is simply to obtain a better
census of the lunar atmosphere; the second goal is to use the information gained to 1)etter
constrain the source I)ro('esses generating the hmar atmosl)here.
AI.2 Re.suits of Our Lunar Atmospheric Imaging Work
The first imagiHg ol)servations of the hmar Na exosl)here were reported I)y Mike Mendillo's
group (Men(tillo et al. 1991; Flynn & Men(lillo 1993). The coronogral)hic, wi(h'-tiel(l Na
imaging technique that Mendillo and co-workers devcloI)ed h_ t)rodu(:e(t a steady stream
of valual)le results, ill(_lu(liug (lramatic images of Na at altitudes as great as 9RM (Melldillo
& Baumgar(b_er 1995). Although useflfl fi)r studying th(; high-altitu(l(_ lunar atmosl)he,'e,
such observations ar(_ limit(_(l in some important respe(:ts by their use. of an o(_eulting lmtsk
that blo(:ks both th(_ Mo(m and hmar atmosphere below _8()0 km altitude.
In our previous thr('.e:year I)rot)()sal, we l)rOl)Osed to develot) a (:omt)lenm_t_ry te(:]_i(lu(_
cat_a.ldeof ilna_in_ the h_w-altitude Na alibi K ill tim luzm, r ;z.t.zll(_SldZero. 'l'l_is l.echlli_lue _loes
not, use a c_r_,l_xapll t,_) block the surface a ml near-sl,rl'ace at.lll,_.Sld"'l"e. ,'4ilwe 1993, this
tecllnique has linen reliIled into a tool for the exl)h_ra.timl of l.l_e Na _list.ril_*fl.i_ll, mlcl we are
rea,dy 1,_ extend it 1,_ K.
To ol_tain high-res_dul,iml ilnages of Na, I I) emission in the Ilmar atlll_Sldwre, we employ
a (_CI) canwra, ol_ t_mter-class teles<:ol)eS- To Illi-l, ke |,ll_' lle('O.SSH.l'y C_HII.I'_-U-;t i_q_row,_mtfl,
between the al,n_ospheric Na 1 D.2 signal (5_90 _,), and the _mwh I_ri_,lfl.er l_mr smlace
a.llwdo, we take three steps. First, we use a Na interference tiltor 1,_ re.jecl, sm.l'm:e-scai,l.ered
mmlight o_l,side all lint a narrow (3 /_) range around the Na I)_ li_w. ()ur i_mge-qualily
filter was ot)lhnized for the f/13 Imam of l,he McDonald 0.9 m anal a nm_inal ol)serving
l,elnl)era, l,ui'e o[" 13°C. The filter is t.ill,-controlh,_l to ensm'e proper regisl.rni.h)l_ _m tlm Na. |
emission line as ambient teml)eratm'e_ conditions in the camera (:hm_ge. S,,comt, as sl_own in
Figme 1, we point the CCD [ield of vie, w (FOV) just to the dark side of the lunar I.(}l'lililllt.|()l'.
This elimilmt.es essent, ially all of the strong (_-,10 MR//_) backgroun,t nonually present
from the daylit hmar surface, so that only backscattered earthshine_ relnnins. Whereas this
technique lmgely eliminates the. surface, I)acksca.t,l,er, atoms on ballistic I rajectmies above t,he
(l_tl'k side of the terminator remain i]lmninate.d by sunlight and cm_ theref_)re st,ill fluoresce;
as a result, virtually all of the (kR-st, rength) atlnost)heric Na emission remains available
for detection. As a result, the atmosphere/surface contrast ratio is inH>roved dranmtically.
The third aspect of our observing technique, is designed to minimize the, contribution of
earthshine illuminat, ion: we observe when I,he Motto is within 5 days of fill; as a result the
Earth as seen from the Moon is almost new.
Since. late 1993 when funding for this program was initiated, we have made four Na
imaging observing runs. The resulting dataset consists of ove, r 200 Na. images made in
tmle-t,o-pole strips ahmg the terminator. Initial results from these rm_s were. re,lmrte, d in two
talks (Stern &; Flynn 1994; Flynn _z Stern 1994a) at, the 1994 DPS meeting. In a subsequent
The Astronomical .lou_al paper (Stern &. Flynn 1995), we. desclitmd this high-resolution,
low-altitude imaging technique in some detail, and presented a first set of rcsult;s.
In the A,I paper we reported that when we constructed a sitnple, Chamberlain exosphere
model, no isothermal Na population could fit, the Na brightness profiles. Instead, as shown in
Figure. 2, both coht (i.e., barometric) and hot (i.e., sut)rathermal) populations were needed
to fit the, radial intensity profiles. This proves that multiph; source processes are at work ill
tile hmar atmosphere. As we describe below, these data also demonstrat.e that the mixing
ratio of the two thermal components varies with latitude, which in turn provides new clues
to the identity of the specific source processes at, work.
The possible existence of both (thermal and suprathernml) Na popu]ations had been
debated previously (e.g., Morgan & Shemansky 1991; Kozlowski et al. 1990; Sprague et
al. 1992), lint no ol)servations had m_ambiguously detected and resolved lmth the thermal
and nonthermal polmlations simultaneously. The key to detecting both thermal cOml)onents
was our ability to sample the atmost)here virtually down to the sm'fa.ce.
As noted above, in addition to the simph; existence of two thin'mat cmnl)onents, we also
f(mnd that the mixing ratios and temperatures of the two COmlmnenls wtry systematically
with latitude. Although the latitudinally de, pendent mixing ratio systema.tics provide, a new
clue to the identil,y of the different source mechanisms at work, we canllot say we mMerstand
tile cause of the lal, itudina] systematics at this time.
We also _liscovered that our data also contains evidence in_licati_g [iw l,he first time
(i) that the Moon generates Na cohmm gradients allow: Mare and hi_lflaad milts, and (it)
l,eml)ora, l fluctuations in the Na column almn_hmces Oll lO00-secm_d l,in_escales above the
termina.tor, _u_'stin_ coherent (lynanlics ill the h_w-all_il,ll_h_ Na. Ill
In smmnary, we lmw' c_)lh_cte_l a _latalmse of Na illmges l,hat fills a uni(tl,' Iliclm F_r
studying the hma, r almosldwre. Ihfldihsed results f'ronl this (latabase haw, yiehle_l detinil,iw'
evidence for a t,wo-colnpolleni, Na thermal distritmtion which _lisplays previ_msly-nuknown
latitudinal systematics. The, datal)ase also contains evi_hmce for gradieuts in the Na _:ol-
mnn that are aplmrmMy correlated with mMerlying surface refit prolmrti_'s, and a.ls() f_n
ini, cresting dynanfics near the terminator.
A 1.3 ResulLs of Our Lunar A lm, o.sph, eric Spccic._ Scxu'ch
Begimfing in 199,1, we have also mMerl,aken a Sl)ecl,roscotfic surww to determine what
other metal sl)ex:ies _nay be, present in the hmar a,tmostflw, re. By me, tals, we mean any ele-
ment t)ound in rocks alld minerals on the hmar surface except H and He. Ore" sm'vey was
motivated by the desire t,o r(;ci,ify the preseut-day inconsistency between total atin()sl)helit:
abundance lneasure]imnts lnatle by Apollo in sit, u instruments, and the much lower total
atmospheric abundance of the comt)ositionally identified species. Whe, reas the, Apollo slu-
face (:old cathode ga.ugc exi)erinlents detcrniiued thai, the nighttinie surface nunll)er deiisity
(:all exceed 2 X lif o tin -3, tilt; [Olil" species detected to date (lie,, Ar, Na, aild K) l,ogel]ll'r
conlpose less than 20% of the toi, al density. Despite this inislnatch between tot.al nliinl)er
density and tile colnlfined mnnber density of i;he four toi,al detected species, it is often _,)l,
recognized that most of the hmar atmosphere renlains compositionally unidentified.
Because atmospheric Na and K are Iirimarily generated by exogenic source processes
acting on the surface layer, it, is natural to suspect that other species ill the smfacc may
also be injected into the lunar atmosphere by the saine source processes. [21 Apollo lunar
sample returns have. shown that many elements are cOral)arable in abundance to, or _ore
abundant than, Na aim K in hmar soils ((:f., Taylor 1982). For a surface that has teat]led all
equilil)rium conlI)osit, ion under long-terln l)ombardnlent t)y solar wind t)articles, one nliglit
expect surface sputtering to reflect the bulk composition of the surface (Johnson _ Bara_4iola
1991). Such an equilil)rium would imply that atniosl)heric abundance ratios fronl lnatur(;
surface units will 1)c stoichiometric for those species t)roduced by atoniic sI)uttering.
As a planning tool for our observations we constructed a model of possible hnlar at,-
mosphere abundances. Given the absence of laboratory data to support the construction
of a unique non-stoi(:hiometric niodel, we constructed a stoichionlei, ric model Off-, Flynn &
Stern 1996). We consider this a crude but valid first approach to l)redicting the abun(lance.s
of other atoniic neutrals derived from the surface. Table 1 shows the established Na pa-
rameters and our predictions for a suite of eight potentially detectable species bas(;d oil this
simple model. Notice in Table 1 that the cohnnn abundances and brightnesses pre(li(:t(;d
by this model for K agree with existing K oi)servations (of., Potter & Morgan 1988a): ttl('
Na/K ratio is stoichiometric. Notice also that the pre, dicted brightnesses for Si, Ca, t"(', aild
Ti arc colnl)arabl(_ to or hrighter than the observed Na, in(li(:ai, ing the feasibility of a sl,illCh.
The predicted values for emission lines of several other potential sl)ecies, including A1, Ba,
and the other alkalis, I,i, Ill), and Cs were also fimn(t to l)e favorable for a search.
hi 1994 and 1!)95 we 1)rol)()scd an(t we.r(; granted time at McDonal(l to sea.rch for mnis-
sions froni this suil,c of sl)ecies (and of course to search the l)an(lpasses we (d)s(;rve(t lin
{ll These dynanli(:s arc (tualitative.ly renliniscent of the Ar winds det(_cte_l by l,h(' Al)(dh)
17 ALSEP nlass s])cci,ronl(;t(;r (lto(lgi;s ctal. 1973).
[_] of., also Fehhnan & Morrison (1991) for a discussion (if Al)ollo 17 UVS-derived Ul)l)er
linlits on C, II, (), N, S, Kr, Xe, and C().
:1
other possit_lomnissi_ms).The, July 19!),1(_l)servat.ioJmtargeted _)llly Na, (',a, Ti, an(l I,i,
and were takm_with t.he McDonald ()l)servat_)ry2.7 m (',(mdbSlWCtro_,ral)hat l{_(i0A)00,
using an S0()>8{)0pixel COD. The Sl)ect.ro_lal)hslit had a l)rojoct,o(IhmKthof __20". ()r_lel'-
separating tilters were used. Each resulting Sln'.ctrum encoml)asse(l _ 1() J_ centered on I,ILc
strongest predicted resonant scattering emission line of these fimr spech's. The March 19!)5
observations w_,re obtained by using the IVh:l)onald 2. l m Ca.ssegrain _,chellc SlW,ctrogral)h.
This instrml_ent cross-disperses many setmrat,e orders on an 800x1200 (I(',1), ,_iving sinml-
taneous accoss to a I)road bandt)ass. We obtained data at three grat.in_ positions covering
3705 3985 A, 5510 6913/_, and 6900 9675 ,_.
The results of l hese two observing rm_s were reported at talks given a.t t.he 1994 Fall
AGU and 1995 I,I_SC meetings, and in a refereed paper that is now in press a l. Icav'as (Flynn
& Stern 1996). Figure 3 shows some sample spectra from our 1996 t)at)er. ()ur search was
more sensitiw' than required to detect the model predictions for most of the species listed in
Tat)le 1. Despite tiffs, no new atmost)heric sl)ecie.s w0.re detecte(1. The nwasure(t upper limits
on emission brightnesses for 7 of these 9 Sl)(_cics fidl significantly I)(:l()w the wdues 1)redicted
from a sinq_le st_)i(:hiometric model (of., Table 1). Figure 4 shows the degree to which the
species de.parl from stoichiometry; Figure 4 also gives the rati() ()f the ol)SOlve(t ulJt)er limil,s
on atmospheric at)undances, relative to their stoichiometrically t)redi( :te(l values.[a] These
results show that lnany other atomic neutrals, ilmluding the other alkalis, Li. Cs, and lib
arc strongly sut)stoichiometric, in contrast to K.
The fact that Na and K are abundant, and stoichiometric relative to one another,
whereas other species (Si, AI, Ca, Fe, Ti, and Li which is also volatile, like Na and K)
are neither, clearly provides an important set of chins to the surface t)rocesses that pro-
duce the hmar atmosphere. It may indicate that the surface layer may not have reached
radiation-ext)osurc equilibriuIn. Alternatively, the lack of other atmn(lant surface atoms in
the atlnost)here may supt)ort the suggestion that. chenfical sputtering, which favors high
vapor pressure species like Na and K, is a key source process (cf., l)otter 1995), or it lnay t)e
that the metal st)ecies we searched for may l)e pre.ferentially inje(:l.e(t into the atmosI)here as
molecular oxide fragments (e.g., CaO, TiO, TiO2, etc.) rather than atonls, in which case we
would not have detected them. These results provide ilnportant new fi)od for thought, and
beg deeper analysis. However, we think it is likely that until additional spe(:ies are discov-
ered in the hlnar atmosphere, it will likely not be possible to uniquely (:onstrain the source
processes at work and therefore finally resolve why Na and K predominate over everything
so far identified except noble gases.
A1.4 Related Activities
In addition to the six observing runs, fimr technical talks, an(t two referee(! 1)al)ers that
we have completed, several other accomt)lishments related to this l)lanetary Astronomy
t)rogram dese.rve mention: (i) PI Stern authore(1 a 2500+ word, lmt)ular article on the lunar
atmosI)here fi)r Astronomy magazine (Stern 1994). (ii) PI Stern and Col Flynn organized
the tirst-ever hll,ei-national Lunar Atlnost)here Week (ILAW); ILAW I t,()()k place 13 19
Septeml)er 1995, an(t succeeded in ol)tailfing coordinated imaging an(l sl)ectros(:ol)y of the
lunar atmosl_here l)y four separate groups, including our own. (iii) PI St.erll participated in
a sear(:]l fl)r new metal species in Io's atm()sl)hcre; this search yiehted st.ring;ent, new linfits
on a dozen l)()ssil)le sl)ecies and a pal)er has I)een sul)mitte(I t() lcorus tbr t)ut)lication (Na,
[a) We _l()l.(' that a similar search at Mer(:lny w(ml(t I)e particularly useful. Sinague has set
Ul)l)cr lillfil,s ()ll (_a and Li, but the or, her Sl)ecies r(qnain wholly un('ollsl.rained at Mercury.
;t,1"o,
Trafl,on, Barke.r, & Sl,(an 1996). As ill l,hc hum.r a i,nlosphere, Na. mid K l_relinenl'ia.lly
l)rodnc_;d at, Io. And (iv) w,; were; houor(;d i,o I)e invil,ed by 1_"_ ie w_ o.[ Ccophy,sic.s t.o sulmlit
a revie.w ari,icle, on i,he. |11113.1"a.t,mOsl_here fl_r tml)li¢'a.i,ion in 1997.
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Table 1. Stoichiometric Model Predictions
Sl)ecies A'_ Sm.fAImn(lanceb g_factorc Col Alton(lance ,t Bnghtn_,ss
Rati,,  :st.
Na I f 5889 1 0.54 4.8 > 109 2.6
K I f 7699 0.3 1.7 6.3 x 10 s 1.0
Si I 3905 50 0.058 2.5 x 1() 1l 15.
AI I 3961 30 0.037 5.7 × ll) 9 ().21
Ca I 4226 16 0.49 2.5 × 1() l° 12.
Fe I 3719 8 0.0061 6.3 × 1() 11 3.8
3859 8 0.012 6.3 × 1011 7.6
Ti I 5036 l 0.68 2.5 × 109 1.7
Ba I 5536 0.03 II. 1.2 × 104 0.00013
Li I 6708 0.005 16. 2.9 × 106 0.046
Ill) I -q 7800 0.0009 -
Adapted from Flynn &; Stern (1996). Notes: (a) Wavelength. (b) Surface abundance
relative to Na (Taylor 1982). (e) Scattering efficiency. (d) Estimated atmost )heric line-of-
sight cohmm abundance at 40 km (20") above the subsolar limb at quarter Moon based on
relative surface abundance, ionization lifetime, and altitude distribution from a Chmnberlain
exosphere at 1000 K. (e) Estimated emission brightness at 40 kin. (f) Na and K have I)een
observed via groundbased spectroscopy and direct imaging. (g) No predictions were made
for Rb I and Cs I because the atomic data could not be located.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1" S(:henlat, i(: illustr_ting the observing, ge()lll,'t.ry. There is not (,nongll c_)nl,ra.st t()
detect the atmost)here a_4ainst the bright hmar surface, s() ()t)servations are mad(' just to
the dark side of the hmar terminator. These images were taken 1)etwe(m (luart(_r 1)has(_ and
full Moon, when I)a(:ks,tter from the Earth-illmnim_t_(I t)()rti()n of the hmar smfa(:e is at, a
ufiuimmn.
P'igu_'e 2: R,a(lial int,easity cuts from each ()f th(' ilnages analyzed. Each irlla_e w;is ('()r-
rect(;(t for vignett, ing, bias, gain, and scatte_re,(I light. Plotte(l with (_a(:h (:111; is the IJest
two-temI)eratm'e tit.. Iu t)auel (a), 3o- lower liluits for ea(:h teml)eratm'e, are _,iv(m, why're o
is the random error in the (lata. In panels (I)) ((l), the 3a ml(:e, rtainties iu each temt)(_ratur('
are given in parentheses. Each temperature COml)ouent is shown indivi(hmlly along with
the coml)ilmd fit. The t)er(:entages for ea(:h tempcratm'e refer to the fract,ional at)tm(lau(:es
at, the surfa('e.
Figure 3: Top: S1)ectra taken in July 1994 near the resonant, lines of Na (htft) and Li (righ, t.)
Top: Spectra taken of the hmar surface 20" fl'om the subsolar limb. Middle: Spectra taken
20" (40 kin) above t,he su|)solar limb, showing terrestrial atmospheric scattering of the lunar
surface contimmm, an(| in the case of Na hmar atmospheric emission features. Bottom:
Differencc of top and middle I)anels showing strong Na emission features at, 5890 /_ and
5896 _, and a non-detectioll of Li. The signal-to-noise ratio for the D_ line (5890 A) is
approximately 100. The 5a upper limit for Li is indicated. (Figure from Stern & Flyml
1995.)
Figure 4: Top: Line-of-sight column abundances at 40 km above th(' lind) for Si, A1, Ca,
Fe, Ti, and Li relat, ive to Na froln both the stoichiometrie model (filled circles) and the
observations (triangles). The detected vahle for K is within a factor of 2 of the 1)redicted
stoichiometric value. Bottom: Ratios of observed upl)er-limit cohmul abml(lances to pre-
dicted values. A ratio of unity indicates stoichiometric behavior relative to Na. Arrows
denote that values are upper limits in the cases of Si; Al, Ca, Fe, Ti, and Li. Note that the
K value is within a factor of 2 of unity. (Figure fl'om Flynn ,_ Stern 1996.)
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Abstract. \_;e i)resenl, prelinlinary results of a,n ongoing efPort to determine
the degree thai, nlcl.al i_.bundances in the lunar atnmsphere are stoichiometric, that is,
reflective of the lunar surface composition. Fronl Apollo sanlple returns, we know tti_.'.
several species are more a.bundant in the lunar surface than either Na or I4[ [Taylor,
1982], which are the only atmospheric constituents to have been observed from Earth.
By simple stoichiometric arguments, one predicts the relatively abundant lunar surface
constituents such a_s Si, A1, Ca., Mg, ice, and Ti to be more abundant in the lunar
atmosphere than both Na and K. Using the coudd spectrograph of the 2.7 m reflector"
at the University of Texans McDonald Observatory, we investigated this hypothesis
by searching for solar resonant scattering lines of Ca (4227/k), Ti (5036 /k), and Li
(6708 _). Spectra were taken 20 arcsec above the subsolar limb of the Moon near last
qulirter on 30 July 1994. Upper limits were obtained for Ca (<360 Rayleighs), Ti
(<120 Rayleighs), and Li (<30 Rayleighs). In the cases of Ca. and Ti, these upper
limits are more than an order of magnitude lower than the simple stoichiometric model
predicts. For Li, the upper limit is about a factor of two below the stoichiometric model
prediction. We conclude that the lunar atmosphere is not entirely stoichiometric, and
we interpret these results as indicating that the mechanism(s) that produce the luna.r
Na and K atmosphere may somehow favor those species over some more or comparably
abundant lunar surface species, and atmospheric searches for other abundant lunar
surface species such as Si, A1, and Mg should prove enlightening.
Introduction
The luna, r atmosl)here was first detected by Apollo instruments. The Apollo 17
surface rna.ss sl)ectromel,er identified I)oth Ar and lie, with Ar densities reaching at least
4x104 cm -3. The Apollo 17 UV Spectrometer obtained upper limits on the atmospheric
abundances of several other species, such as It, C, N, and O [Feldman and Morrison,
1991], but all were below the 2x ]0 4 cm -3 level. However, total pressure measurements
indicated densities exceeding 10 6 cm -3, suggesting that the lunar atmosphere remains
largely compositionally unidentified [cf., Morgan and Stern, 1991].
More recently, Potter and Morgan discovered resonant scattering emissions from
neutral Na and K through groundbased spectroscopy, making it possible to study the
lunar atmosphere from the Earth [Potter and Morgan, 1988a]. Subsequent observations
and modeling studies of the distribution of Na around the Moon have shown that the Na
is largely suprathermal in nature [e.g., Potter and Morgan, 1988b; Sprague et al., 1992;
Flynn and Mendillo, 1995], although there is also an underlying thermal component
close to the surface [Stern and Flynn, 1995]. The suprathermal nature of the Na seen
in most observations indicates that an energetic production process, such as solar wind
sputtering, photodesorption, or micrometeorite impact vaporization, is responsible for
releasing Na from the lunar surface [Morgan and Shernansky, 1991; Sprague et al., 1992].
Observations of Na made before, during, and after lunar passage through the Earth's
magnetotail have been used to show that solar wind sputtering may be the major source
of Na in the lunar atmosphere [Potter and Morgan, 1994].
This paper concerns the first results from a spectroscopic search for new species
in the lunar atmosphere that we are conducting. This survey is motivated by our
desire to better understand both the source mechanisms that generate the lunar
Na/K exosphere, and to rectify the present-day inconsistency between total abundance
measurements made by Apollo in silu instruments, and the much lower abundance of
the compositionally identified species. In particular, Apollo surface cold cathode gauge
experiments <h,ternlined thai, the daytime surface nund)er density can exceed 10_ cm -a
However, the four species detected to date (lie, Ar, Na, and K) together total to <10%
of this value. Interestingly, the Na and I(, which are the best known lunar atmosphere
species, together total <100 cm -a. It is often not recognized that over 90% of the lunar
atmosphere remains compositionally unidentified.
Because Na and I( are directly generated by a source process acting on the surface
layer, it is natural to suspect that other species in the surface may be injected into the
lunar atmosphere by this same source process. Apollo lunar sample returns have shown
that several metallic species are more abundant than, or are of comparable abundance
to Na and K in the lunar surface [Taylor, 1982]. For a surface that has reached an
equilibrium under long-term bombardment by solar wind particles, one might expect
that the sputtering yields of surface species reflect the bulk composition of the surface
[Johnson and Baragiola, 1991].
If such stoichiometry holds, then a sputtered lunar atmosphere should contain metal
species derived from the lunar surface in direct relation to their surface abundances. In
this paper, we present results from an observational program designed to constrain the
degree of stoichiometry that exists in the lunar atmosphere.
A Stoichiometric Model
Because of their significant abundances in the lunar surface and their chemical
similarity to Na, we elected to first search for Ca, Ti, and Li in the lunar atmosphere. To
predict resonant scattering intensities for these species based on a simple stoichiometric
model, we begin with their elemental surface abundances relative to Na, which
have been obtained from Apollo regolith sample returns [Taylor, 1982]. Assuming
stoichiometric production, we computed atmospheric abundances using an exosphere
model [Chamberlain and Hunlen, 1987] at 1000 K and the photoionization loss rates of
each species. We then used published oscillator strengths [Allen, 1973] and solar spectra
[Kurucz ctal., 1984] to comlmtC the resonant scattering ellici<mcies g for each species.
The predicted intensities are then giwm by
4_I = 10-6gN, (1)
where 47rl is in R ayleighs and N is tile predicted line-of-sight column abundance.
The results of this calculation are shown in Table 1. The value predicted by this
model for K agrees with previous observations of that species [Potter and Morgan,
1988a]. The intensities predicted for Ca and Ti are brighter than, or are of comparable
brightness to Na and should therefore be easily detectable if the stoichiometric
assumption is valid. The predicted value for bi is less easily detectable with the
instrumentation we are using.
Observations
The observations analyzed in this paper are summarized in Table 2. All of the data
were taken on 30 July 1994 with the McDonald Observatory 2.7 m coud_ spectrograph
at R__60,000, using an 800 x 800-pixel CCD. Order-separating filters were used to prevent
order mixing. During the observations, the Moon was 51% illuminated and ranged in
zenith distance from 63 ° to 23 ° . The sky was free of clouds throughout the observing
period and seeing was good ("1").
The observing method was as follows. Each atmospheric spectrum was taken
"20" above the subsolar point of the Moon's limb, with the "_20"-long slit oriented
approximately parallel to the lunar limb. For calibration purposes, spectra were also
taken of the lunar surface with the slit pointed __20" from the subsolar limb and oriented
in the same way as the atmospheric spectra.
The 800x800-pixel CCD frames were binned 1 x4, thus providing 800-pixel rows in
the wavelength dimension and 200-pixel columns in the spatial dimension. The spectral
range in each image was "8-10/_.
Data Reduction and Analysis
Each spectrum was corrected for vignetting, bias, and pixel-to-pixel gain differences
using white-lamp and dark images. Wavelength calibrations were obtained by means oi
a Th-Ar lamp. Tile Th-Ar spectra also provided a measure of the spectral resolution,
which ranged from __50 m]k (Ca) to 70 m/_ (Li). Spectral line tilt and curvature were
corrected row-by-row through sub-pixel shifts of each row in wavelength. The spectra
were then summed in the spatial dimension to provide high signal-to-noise spectra for
each of the four target species. Individual atmospheric or surface spectra for each speci,:a
were coadded to fiu'ther increase signal-to-noise. Small, sub-pixel shifts in wavelength
were required to match the positions of solar absorption features precisely.
We obtained absolute calibration of our surface spectra by computing the surface
brightness of the Moon at the continuum level for the appropriate observing geometry.
A constant surface albedo of 10% was assumed and a phase factor of 0.18 was computed
using Hapke's lunar photometric theory [Hapke, 1966]. We estimate that our calibration
method introduces an absolute uncertainty of "20%.
Calibrated spectra taken of the lunar surface and atmosphere at the Na Dx (5896/_)
and D2 (5890 A) lines are shown in Fig. 1. The top panel shows a spectrum of the
surface; the middle panel is a 10 minute exposure of the lunar atmosphere. Note the
prominent Na emission features superimposed on the scattered lunar spectrum. The
bottom panel shows the residual intensity resulting from scaling and subtracting the
surface spectrum from the atmospheric spectrum. Emission line intensities of 2.8 kR
(D2) and 1.9 kR (D1) were computed by integrating over the lines in wavelength. These
intensities agree well with previous measurements of Na at "20" above the subsolar
point [e.g., Potter and Morgan, 1988a].
Residual spectra of the target species Ca I, Ti I, and bi I produced in the same
manner ms the Na results in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2. Since no emission features
are evident in these spectra, we computed upper limits on emission line intensities
a_s follows. First, standar¢l deviations (or) were computed fronl the residual spectra.
Then we integrated artificial emission lines (gaussians) with amplitudes of 5¢7 and
filll-widl.hs-at-half-ma.xinnlna corresponding to the measured spectral resolution in th_
neighborhood of each line. As a result, we found 5_ upper limits of 360 1((Ca), 120 R
(Ti), and 30 R (Li). These upper limits correspond to line-of-sight column abundances
of 6.4 x 10s cm -2, 2.1 x l0 s cm -2, and 2.0x 106 cm -2, respectively. When compared with
the predicted column abundances in Table 1, we find that the observed upper limits fall
below the stoichiometric model predictions, particularly for Ca and Ti. The implicati_.s
of this result are discussed below.
Discussion
Our targeted search for resonant scattering emissions above the lunar limb has
produced constraining upper limits on the abundances of Ca I, Ti I, and Li I in the
lunar atmosphere. The measured upper limits on emission intensities for these species
fall below the values predicted from a simple, stoichiometric model (cf., Table 1). Fig. 3
shows the degree to which the three species depart from stoichiometry. Fig. 3 also gives
the ratio of the observed upper limits on atmospheric abundances to their predicted
values. The upper limits for Ca and Ti are each more than an order of magnitude below
predictions; the upper limit for Li is less constraining.
The non-stoichiometric results are in clear contrast to the case of atmospheric K. A
comparison of the K intensity predicted from stoichiometry (Table 1) and its observed
intensities [e.g., Potter and Morgan, 1988a] shows that K production does appear to
behave stoichiometrically relative to Na.
The appearance of the volatile species Na and K in the lunar atmosphere,
coupled with the absence of atmospheric counterparts of other abundant lunar surface
constituents, such as Ca, Ti, and Li, is likely to be related to the details of the
production mechanism(s) r<,sponsil)le for releasing Na and K fi'om the surface. To be
8morespecific,meteoritic boml)ardnwul,could sulliciently churn, or garden, the hmar
surface t.o resull, in a reduced effective sllrface age [Johnson and Baragiola, 1991]. In
this case solar wiltd slmi, tering yields would not approach stoichiometry and volatile
species would dominate atmospheric mei.al abundances. Alternatively, species such as
Ca and "Fi may be sputtered more easily as molecular fragments (e.g., CaO, TiO, TiO2,
etc.) than a.s (',a o1' Ti atoms.
Because Ca, Ti, and Li are depleted in the lunar atmosphere relative to Na, our
primary conclusion is that the release of metal vapors into the lunar atmosphere does
not in general behave stoichiometrically. However, spectroscopic searches for other
abundant lunar surface constituents, such as Si, A1, and Mg, should be made to obtain
a more thorough understanding of the production of metallic species in the lunar
atmosphere. Further observations should also be made of Ca, Ti, and Li in order to
obtain detections of these species, or to produce more constraining upper limits. We
plan to undertake such an observing program.
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II
Figure 1. 7bp: SI)_'cl.rumtakt,n of the lunar s __i'_r(_e 20 '' from the subsola.r limb. Middle:
Sl)eCl,'unl laken 20" (.10 kin) ,ll)ov(, tile sul)solar limb, showing terrestrial atmosl)hcric sea.tiering
and SUl)t'rimpost'd lunar atmt)sl)h('ric emission features. Bottom: DifFerence of top and middle
panels showing Na emission fi,alures at 5S90 /_ and 5,_96 /_. The signal-to-noise ratio for the
D2 line (5_.q0/_) i._ approxitllately 100.
Figure 2. Residual spectra, computed as in Fig. 1, for Ca, Ti, and Li. The apparent features
in the Ca spectrum are artifacts due to the inelastic nature of Rayleigh scattering, resulting in
a slightly blurred scattering spectrum relative to the Ca lunar surface spectrum. This effect is
less apparent at longer wavelengths (e.g., Ti and Li). The upper limits on lunar atmospheric
intensities are _t the 5a level. Standard deviations are 1400, 380, and 86 R .&-l for the Ca, Ti,
and Li residual spectra, respectively.
Figure 3. Top: Line-of-sight column abundances at 40 km above the limb for Ca, Ti, and Li
relative to Na from both the stoichiometric model (filled circles) and the observations (open
circles). A typical value for K, which does behave stoichiometrically relative to Na, is also
plotted. Bottom: Ratios of observed upper limit column abundances to predicted values. A
ratio of unity indicates stoichiometric behavior relative to Na. Arrows denote that values are
upper limits in the cases of Ca, Ti, and Li.
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Table 1. Estimated Illnar u'eson_nt scal,tering intensities
Species N,.cl" N,m I' 7e Ao 'l f_ 7r 1'_I g_ 4 7r l,aoh
Ca I 16 2.,_x10 '° 2.9xi0 "a 4226 1.75 96 0.56 15
Ti ! 1 2.7x10 _ 50:35 0.18 705 0.58 1.6
Na I 1 5.4xl09 5.4X10 4 5889 0.66 94 0.56 3.0 i
K I 0.3 6.8×10 s 3.7x104 7699 0.34 238 1.6 1.1 i
Li I 0.005 3.5x106 3.7×103 6708 0.76 1460 15 0.052
°Surface abundance relative to Na from Taylor (1982).
bAtmospheric column abundance (cm -2) at 40 km above the subsolar limb at first quarter
Moon based on relative surface abundance, ionization lifetime, and altitude distribution
from a Chamberlain exosphere at 1000 K.
CIonization lifetime (seconds).
aWavelength of leading line of multiplet (/_).
*Oscillator strength (Allen, 1973).
/Solar flux at 1 AU (ergs cm -2 s-' nm-') (Kurucz et al., 1984).
gScattering efficiency (seconds- I ).
hEstimated emission intensity at 40 km (kR).
_Species has been ohserved via ground-based spectroscopy and/or direct imaging.
Estimated intensity for this specics agrces with observations (Potter and Morgan, 1988b).
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Table 2. 1,unar ._po_'tro._'opi_" dala frmn 30 July 199,1
Species LIT (Star'l) I;:xu, (s,,c) Target _
Na 08:10 600 a.tmosphere
08:21 3 su r fa.ce
08:22 30 surface
Ca 08:37 30 surface
08:41 90 surface
08:46 1200 atmosphere
09:12 1200 atmosphere
Ti 09:50 30 surface
09:51 180 a.tmosphere
09:54 600 a.tmosphere
Li 10:23 30 sl, rfax:e
10:29 900 atmosphere
10:47 1200 atmosphere
°Surface = 20" from subsolar limb; Atmosphere = 20" above subsolar limb, slit parallel
to limb.
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Abstract
In ()cl,ol)er 1996 we used the Hubble S1)ace 'l'elescOl)e's Faint ()l)jeci, Sl)ectrogral)h to
make l,he Iirsl,-eww mid-ultraviolet sl)ect,roscoi)ic search fi)r emissions fl_lll late lunar
atmosphere. This Sl)ect, rum revealed no emission lines, despite the fit(:l, l,h_tI, strong
resonance emission transitions from the A1, Si, and Mg neutrals, and Mg +, are present
in the bandi)ass. We de.rive 5 sigIna upper limits on each of these species, and ()It ((}-0)
emission. The most, constraining upper limit we obtained was for Mg, which we lind to
be depleted relative to model predictions by a ta,ctor of 9. These findings reinfi)rce the
negative findings of our previous, ground-based search fi)r neutral atoms in the hmar
at, mOsl)here (Flynn & Stern 1996), and suggest that, Na and K may be unique in l,heir
ability to sputter from the surface as atomic neutrals. Other species may Slml, ter away
a_s ions or in molecular fi-agments.
Introduction
l)llring the Al)ollo l)rogr;un, surfa(:e-/)ase(tcohl (:atho(ie gaugesnw,asure(l night.-
time lunar atnlosphere munber (h;nsit, ies as high as 106 cm -3, but (lete(:te(t only l](_ al_(t
Ar as identifiable si)ecies, with a (:ombiimd peak mnnl)er (tensity near 5 × l04 cm -'_.
In 1988, ground-I)ase(l work (letected two a(htit;ional lunar atmospheric sl)eci('s,
Na an(t K (Potter L_ Morgan 1988a; Tyler et al. 1988). This landmark work rcnewe(1
interest in the lunar atmost)here, in part because it enabled ground-based observatioIls
of this tenuous exosphere fi)r the first time. The combined, near surfa(;e number density
()f Na and K in the hmar al,mosphere is < 102 cm -3. Various spectroscopic sl, u(lies
(e.g., Potter & Morgan 1988b; Sprague et al. 1992; Stern & Flynn 1995) have built a
(;,'_sc that much of the lunar Na is created through energetic, nonthermal processes that
populate a corona many lunar radii in diameter. These findings were most dramatically
confirmed by images of the Na D lines at 5890/_ during a lunar eclipse, which directly
revealed Na emission out to a distance of -_9 hmar radii (RM; 2.3 deg) from the lunar
center (Mendillo & Baumgardner 1995).
Taken together, the four known lunar atmospheric species, Ar, Ile, Na, and K, com-
prise only 5-10% of the total measured number density (cf., Morgan & Stern 1991).
This fact implies that the bulk composition of the lunar atmosphere remains composi-
tionally unknown.
A few years ago, Feldman & Morrison (1991) rcanalyzed data from the Apollo 17
Ultraviolet Spectrometer (Fastie et al. 1973), and convincingly showed that C, N, O,
H, CO, and Xe were not detected and cannot provide the "missing mass" of the hmar
atmosphere.
More recently, Flynn & Stern (1996; hereafter F&S96) reported results from a
ground-based search for potentially undiscovered lunar atmospheric metals that might
1)e (:reate(t by the same sputtering source process(es) that create Na and K. F&S96
rel)orte(t constraining Ul)l)er limits on a host of species, inchlding Ti, Fe, Ca, Li, IU),
Cs, Ba, Si, and AI.
II_ what fi)llows we rel)orl, th(' resull,s of the lirst survey of the 2200 330(l A mid-i]V
regi()u of the lunar atlll(_sl_here. This sear(:ll yiehle(t useful upper lillJil,s on Mg, M_ _ ,
2
and the lmtcntiaily iml mrta,ut dau_;hter product of l12(), the OH radical, mid nmv lint
less constraining upper limits on A1 and Si.
Observations
Tile highly extended nature of the hmar Na corona opens the door to Itul)ble Space
Telescope (HST) obserwttions by allowing observations far enough from the surface to
overcome the lunar avoidance angle limits of liST.
We obtained data from the liST Faint Object Slmcl.rograph (FOS) and High Res-
olution Spectrograph (HI{S). 'I'll('. FOS observations were centered at UT 1996 October
6.96 (Project GO-6513). The objective of the FOS spectrum was to obtain a low reso-
lution (R_100) survey spectrum of the lunar atmosphere to search for bright mid-UV
emissions without bias to the possible composition of tile atmosphere. The purpose of
the HRS spectra, which were taken in the _120 minutes prior to tile FOS spectrum,
was to obtain more sensitive, high-resolution (R_10,000) echelle spectra in narrow
bandpasses around three particular atomic emissions: Si I (2516 /_.), Mg I (2852 /_),
and AII (3092/1_). The higher spectral resolution of tile HRS increases its sensitivity
to faint lines over that of the FOS by reducing the "noise" contributed by scattered
lunar surface continuum in the telescope.
Unfortunately, tile HRS was misconfigured, causing the wrong echelle orders to be
used. As a result, no useful data were obtained. Fortunately, however, the FOS data.set
was properly obtained by HST, and as we describe below, it provides new and useflfl
information.
The FOS observations were made using the FOS's BLUE digicon detector and
its G270H grating, which yiehled a spectrum across the 2222 3301 h mid-UV. We
observed through the largest available FOS aperture, which measures 3.66 x 3.7 arcsec 2,
and obtained a total exposure time of 820.0 seconds.
Owing to bright obj(;(:l, constraints, the FOS at)erl, ure w_m not allowed to apl)roach
(:h)ser than 0.3 (leg (1.2 l{M) to the lunar limb. Figure I shows the l)ath of tim FOS
al)ertur(: in hmar-(:(ml,er('(I (:()(_r(lilt;tl,es during tim hnnm.r at,m()sl)here observation ()f (i
()(:t, ol)er 1996.
Results
W(; illsl)(;(:te(tthe FOS Sl)C,ctrum ill various ways ill or(ler to search for l)ossible
clllissi()n [i,at, ures. The upl)er l)ane, l of figure 2 shows the ac(:umulat(_(l F()S Sl)(',ctrum,
in flux units, with a solar spectruHl for comparison. As exl)cctcd, th(', FO$ spectrum
(:(_nsists l)rimarily of scattered moonlight, which we verified by its lunar-like color slope.
SUl)criml)os(,,(! on this s('attcrc(l light signal would be any UV emission fr_m species
in t.hc hHlar atnlosphere. The lower I)anel of this tigurc shows the residual created
t)y sul)l,ra(:ting a scaled version of the Upper Atnlospheric Res(_ar(:h Satellite/Solar
Ultraviolet lrra(liance Monitor (UARS/SUSIM) solar spectrum from the HST/FOS
lunar st)cctruul. Figure 2 demonstrates that no features of interest ('an I)e (lettered by
visual inspc(:tion of either the FOS spectrum or the residual spectrum obtained after
ren_oval of the solar spectrum by subtraction.
In Table 1 we present upper limits derived for atomic Si, Mg, Al, as well as OH, and
the Mg + ion. These upper limits correspond to the brightness of a highly conservative,
5a fluctuation in the local noise level at the location of each of the prospective emission
features of interest.
Presented alongside the upper limits given in Table 1 are model predictions for
each neutral atomic species. The predictions for the Si, Mg, and Al neutrals were de-
rived using the stoichiometric atmosphere model and model inputs recently discussed
by Flynn & Stern (1996). They correspond to the predicted brightness of each species
at the time-weighted average altitude of the observations (3.1 RM from the center, 2.1
RM above the limb), obtained by scaling for the surface abundance, scale height, and
atomic resonance fluorescence coefficient ratios relative to Na. In 1)rcparil_g these esti-
mates, we a,ssumed that these species exhil)it the same (_1000 K) suprathermal density
(listril)utioll that sodium does. In COml)uting the mo(lel i)re(li(:tions, we corr(;c|,ed for
t,h(_ l)ell_tvat,i(_H of the FOS line of sight through the lunar sh_(l()w illl,e_ration; this
fa('t()r rc,(lu(:e,d the model I)rightnesses /)y a f;u:t,or of 2 ()v(;r a fully-starlit line of sight
with l,h_' Sallm impact l)aranmter.
'l'll_' r['sllll,.s l)resellt,e(l iz, Table I als() re,I)r(_s(,'ul, the first si)c('tr()SCol)i(; (.(_l_sl,rainl,s
on the Mg neutral mid singly-ionized Mg ill the lunar at.nmsl_here. ()wing to the sh_)rt
iifi'.t,ime ot" ions in tim IllllaJ a.l,nl_sl)lwre., which is open to tIm solar wiml electric fie.ld;
tll_ IIOIId(_tPctiOll {}f M_ ] by thc, ]?()S iS Ill)l, IllleX])c(;ted. [1] ]Iowcvo.F, l,]le llonde, tectioll
of the Mg neutral was ral,her uneXlmCt,ed, and allows us to place a strong constraint,
corresponding to a 9:1 or higher chq)h:l, ion relative to the stoichiometric model. Al-
though the Si and AI constraints dcrive_l fl¢nn the FOS Sl)ectrmn are not; constraining
relative to the stoichiometric model, they are consistent with the significantly more
constraining gromM-ba,sed results Iml)lishcd in F&S96.
Conclusions and Interpretation
A search for resonant scattering nfid-UV emissions above the lunar limb detected
no spectral features. At the 5a confidence level, these nondetections correspond to _15
R for Si I (A1 2516 It), _19 R for the Mg II doublet (2797/_), _53 R for Mg I (2852
/It), _74 R for A1 I (3092/_), and _67 R for OH (3085/_). Of these, the Mg I (2852 ]t)
constraint provides the most significant new inforlnation.
We have found that the Mg neutral is depleted in the lunar atmosphere by a factor
of at least 9, relative to stoichiometric sputtering predictions made using Na as the
reference species. This of course does not eliminate the possibility of a low-energy and
therefore low-altitude Mg pot)ulation, but the conclusion that stoichiometrie sputtering
is not the source process remains valid, regardless of this possibility.
The Mg finding is in agreement with our earlier, ground-based search for a vari-
ety of other surface-derived metallic neutrals (of., F&S96). The absence of so many
stoichiolnetrically predicted atmospheric metal species strongly indicates that the pro-
duction mechanism that is responsible for Na and K preferentially favors Na and K
over other atomic neutrals.
Becanse of the well-estal)lish(:d, nonthermal nature of hmar Na an(t K, it has
been natural to SUSl)('(:t thal, a slmttering 1)rocess, l)erhal)s stoMfiometric, coul(l Im
rest)onsil)le for generating the metal species in the hmar atmosphere. The negative
rcsull,s presented here and in F&S96 show l,l_at this is nol, l,he case.
lq But see llilchenl)a.ch el, al. 11191 tbr evidence of a imssible in situ detection.
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'l'llis sil, ual,hm coulcl occur fiw any _)f a mNnber of reasons. ()Jw I)_)ssilfilil,Y is
that, meteoritic 1)mld)ardmenl, (Morgan & Sl_emansky 1991) might sullicienl,ly _;a.rdens
the lunar surface 1,o result in a reduced ell'e,ctiw_ sm'face age (.lolmsoll & l_ara_iola
1991), and therefore a nonstoichiometric stmt.l,eriIBg process. In this case solar wind
sputtering yields would not approach stoichimnetry and more w)lal,ile species like Na
and K would dominate atmosl)heric metal abun_tances. A secolM lmssit)ilit,y is that
atmosl_heric recycling through i)hotodesorpt, ion of loosely I)oulM Na and K l_roduces
an anomalously high almndance of these t,wo species (of., Sprague et al. 1992: cf., also
Kozlowski et al. 1990 with regard to K).
Yet another possibility concerns the nature of the chemical fl-agments released I)y
the source process, whether it is sputtering, or somethillg else. Given that (i) all of
the species we have searched for here and in F&S96 are significantly depleted fl'om
stoichiometric sputtering predictions, and (ii) the fact that both solar phot, on and solm"
proton sputtering are sufficiently energetic to break chemical bonds and even to ionize
some species as they are removed from the hmar surNce layer, the depletions we have
fOulld nlay also imply that Na and K are being preferentially injected into the hmar
atmosphere as atomic neutrals, while other species may be injected as atolnic ions, or
more likely, molecular fragments, such as MgO_, SiO_., and AlOe.
We find it worthwhile to note that Na/K exospheres of Mercury and Io have also
been thought to be generated in large measure by charged particle sputtering, ttowever,
like the Moon, Mercury's atmosphere has been found to be significantly depleted in both
Ca (Sprague et al. 1993) and Li (Sprague et al. 1996), and Io's extended atmosphere
has been found to be significantly depleted in a wide variety of metallic atomic species
(Na et al. 1996). This suggests to us that the "missing" neutrals in the atmospheres
of Mercury and Io may not be present themselves for the same reasons as in the case
of the Moon, and heightens our interest in determining the reason for the lack of so
many species once suspected to exist in all three of these atmospheres.
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Table 1
Comparison of FOS Upper Limits to Model Predictions
Sl)ecies )q_ Ui)t)er Limit Brightness Model Brightness
(3.1 RM)
Si I 2516 k 15 R 002 R
Mg II 2797 h 19 R N/A
Mg I 2852/_ 53 R 476 R
AII 3092 A 74 I{ 002 R
OH (%0) 3085 A 67 R N/A
The observed upper limits are for a spectral binning equal to the 25 A resolution of
tile filled FOS slit with the G270H grating. Model-predicted brightnesses (cf., F&S96
for model details) were computed for an impact parameter of 3.1 RM from the lunar
center, for the shadow geometry of our observations. The stoichiometric model doc.,_;
not mcaningfldly predict the brightness of either OH or the Mg + ion.
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Figure Captions
Fi!lu_'e I. Tim gt_()lll(_t,ry of the 1996 ()('tot)er (i.9 tuuar al,mosl)herc lIST _)l)s(,rw_l,i(,tl,_.
N()i'th is up. The illuminal,ed portion of the Moon is t() the right (west.) of the t(U'Illi-
hater. The traje(:tory of th(' FOS aperture around th(' Moon wa_s ('reared t)rimarily by
the changing parallax of the Moon as seen from HST (hn'ing the observation.
Figure 2. Upper panel: The flux spectrum ol)taine(t t)y the FOS near the MooJl ()ll
1996 October 6.9 (solid line, with error bars), compare(t to the average of three fidl-
disk solar spectra obtail_e(t by the UARS SUS]M instrument on 1996 Oct 5 7, t)inlle(l
to the FOS resolution (dotted line). The solar spectrum has been shifted by a constant
multiplier to fit on the same scale as the hmar spectrum. The FOS spectrum consists of
scattered moonlight, and reveals no obvious atmospheric emissions. Lower panel: the
residual spectrum created by subtracting an appropriated scaled version of the UARS
SUSIM solar spectrum shown in the upper panel, from the HST/FOS lunar atmosphere
spectrum. Error bars were derived from the HST spectrum alone, since we have not
information on the UARS spectrum error budget; true quadrature sums of FOS+UAP_S
errors would be larger. The lack of species detection is clear.
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